Hello and welcome to our February 2020 Newsletter
It seems like yesterday when we packed away the little figures from our Nativity Scene and we are already at the
doors of the February Mid-Term Break!
However short the time, there has been plenty going on in Morning
Club and After-School here in St Conleth’s. Among the highlights this term is the visit from Enable Ireland that has
been such an enriching experience for all of us. The kids also had the chance to spend some afternoons with the TYs.
Playing with James, Ignacio, Hanna, Leah, Rory, Oising and all the others has been real fun and an opportunity to
mingle with “big guys” who just yesterday were little kids like us (and sometimes still are
we got down and dirty to fill up our planters with soil, manure
our beautiful bulbs for our pollination friendly garden project.

…)! Last but not least

and compost and get them ready for housing

Parents Involvement We would like to thank all parents for their feedback and generous contribution to our
activities in form of ideas, materials and hands-down toys. We love to have you involved in our services and
appreciate all of your efforts. Regards, Cecilia Franken, St Conleth’s College After-School Programme Coordinator

What’s the story in Morning Club
We are very proud of how well our Morning Club seems to work for Children and TYs alike. We have
met some pretty amazing characters among the Transition Year students this school year and, be it
playing cards with Oising P. and Daniel or our “Basket Troll” game with Keelan or Risk with Ignacio and
James, or playing bocce with Oising T and Evan and
making art with Leah, Aoife, Julia and Eliza, all TYs have
been kind, funny, engaging and for sure very good role
models for the kids, who love cheering
for them and shake their
hands

at the end of morning club .

This term, among our new challenges and games was the
home-made “Basket Troll” game has been a real hit along
with our marble track and our brainy IQ puzzles.

After-School Gazette
Our Science This term we had fun running some new science experiments and trying again some old
ones such as the famous and much acclaimed “Lava Lamp” that we made with TY Leah. We tried and
inflated a balloon inserted into a bottle and learned about air pressure. We tried and balance two forks
on a glass, held together by a matching stick and we also took the excuse of “studying bubbles” to mess

up with soapy water!

Our Cooking and baking
From hedgehog bread to gingerbread men and
kale crisps, we are never out of ideas in the
kitchen. It is all about mixing, poring kneading
and getting as messy as we possibly can. The
result is…subjective
But the kids love munching on what they
prepares and if it does not
come out right, well…we give it another go next
time!

Our Art This term we painted our hands, messed around with glue,
balloons and strings until we got our inspiration for St Valentine’s and
we hope you will like our very cute clay hedgehogs. Happy St
Valentine’s day to all families and kids.

Just for fun
It is not secret that our priority in after-school and morning club is to interact meaningfully with each other, to
learn from one another and have great fun and so, perhaps the most precious moments are best described by the
pics on this page, where we are spontaneous, let ourselves go, joke and mess around!

Enable Ireland visit

Personally, it was so revealing to me to watch the kids interact with the EI
team in such an open and non-judgemental manner.
The kids seemed to me solely focused on the member of team’s skills. They
were amazed by Keith’s power wheelchair, reinforced with cool bumpers
and by his huge power soccer ball.
They had so much fun learning how to play bocce from Padraig and Jason
and could not take their eyes off Jason’s bronze medal from the 1992’s
Barcelona Paralympic games (and neither could Mr Kilcommon!)
The kids were mesmerized by the energy
radiated by Brian and his ability in playing
jujitsu. The kids really did not see the disability
on these persons but rather appreciated the
differences and all the potential coming with
those. THE KIDS WANTED TO LEARN FROM
ENABLE IRELAND TEAM and, man, we all did!
The joy and fun was overwhelming and we will
certainly do more of these kind of things in the
years to come.

What’s next

Our Pollination Friendly garden

Hold your breath because our bee and butterfly friendly garden project is around the corner. We have been
taking care of our bulbs all winter and cannot wait to plant them out after the last frost threat is over and
hopefully by April we will have beautiful flowers in our planters. And with the flowers come…
SNAILS AND SLUGS! Following our earthworm hotel project’s big success, this year we will host a

snail and slug hotel and learn all about these amazing creatures!

